
Part 1. Notes 
 

notes from Wyndham hotel 

Tasks to perform: 

1. Landing page 

Can you find a ranking of neighborhoods based on crime rate? 

Follow Question 
1) Do you want to see default rankings? yes. this is valuable especially for those risk-taking 

entrepreneurs. i can also use this and keep my own side notes for comparison purposes. 
 
corporate person has less entrepreneurial skills any more; entrepreneurs wants to know what’s 
going on here and are smart enough to figure things out (they want more flexibility) 
 

2) What do you want to see when you land? something related to traffic, like how many 
cars pass through, need to see this info as straight forward as possible; also good to see 
existing & similar businesses 

 

2. Logic 

 Suppose you want to open a new Sandwich shop in Pittsburgh, what would you do on 
the screen to reach that goal? (show screen 0) 

Follow Question 
1) Do you think the required fields make sense to you? yes. prefer to have them all as 

required other than to have some optional fields 
2) What are the results you want to see being associated with each neighborhood? 

For Sandwich shop, crime rate and population are important. may want to know about them 
specifically (he got hang up with ranking by crime rate at the screen 0; income level not that 
appealing) 
 
based on what I identified as important, I would like to see what are the means (charts/stats) 
 
avg check, income level, age range, crime rate -> more important than others 

3) screen 1: what would you like to do when you see them; are they the right metadata for 
you to dive deeper? or make a decision?  

If I have the god feel i’m interested in Mt. Washington to get a quick assessment, I should be 
able to assign weights specifically to that area;  
 
Want to rank the criteria (assign weights to them);  
 



I need to decide what are the main criteria that i am interested in 
 
Income level; age range will be looked at 
want to see annual household income (what percentages of populations falls into that 
population) 
 
want to access the information as quick as possible (for whatever i identified as important and 
want to play around with, prefer to see the responding charts/stats earlier on screen 1, other 
than on screen 2) 
 

3. Sorting 

 If you want to find out the neighborhood with a median income level of 26k, what 
would you do? (show screen 1) 
 

Follow Question 
1) the HHID: if sorted, how do you want to see the sorting mechanism PMS is fine 
2) What if PMS number is shown 3K, how do you want to see it come into play 

a) A proposed algorithm to measure PMS into everything. Will you understand that? 
yes. vocabulary is nice. but better if it appears closer to the results list. 

b) how much do you want to control whether you want to take it into consideration 
want to assign weights to the criteria so that it affect the sorting; want to indicate 
for a specifically known neighborhood what criteria weights more 

3) What is the right sorting you care? sorting based on my interest kind of criteria with my 
assigned weights 

 
 

4. Emotions 

 Please rate your level of cognitive focus on each screen based on a 0-5 scale (0: not at 
all paying any attention; 5: Needs to have high focus to interact) 
 

Follow Question 
1) Please comment on any feelings you have when you are looking at each of the screens. 

very neat & straight forward. Willing to spend a little more time and attention on screen 1 
and its related page (dive deeper, the most to consider) 

 

5. Final thoughts 
make sure to render flexibilities for screen 1; allow for room for the entrepreneur's own model as 
they have been successful to attend the market, what they believe and they have as a secret 
source; allow for their creativity.  
 



 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
notes from 3 guys optical 

Tasks to perform: 

1. Landing page 

Can you find a ranking of neighborhoods based on crime rate? 

Follow Question 
1) Do you want to see default rankings? yes. and 8 neighborhoods on each ranking list is 

the best. I can expand it when I want 
 

2) What do you want to see when you land? ability to expand the list to other cities; thriving 
neighborhoods 

 
 want to see traffic (how dense and how accessible) 
 
 if just moved in: want to know what’s happening in the industry of this city 
 
 

2. Logic 

 Suppose you want to open a new Sandwich shop in Pittsburgh, what would you do on 
the screen to reach that goal? (show screen 0) 

Follow Question 
1) Do you think the required fields make sense to you? yes. it reminds “what” and “where” 
2) What are the results you want to see being associated with each neighborhood? 

growth & saturation is important; seeing yelp review is also helpful to have a sense of stiff 
competition/saturation; want to see it in a real quick way 

3) screen 1: what would you like to do when you see them; are they the right metadata for 
you to dive deeper? or make a decision?  

Want to dive in: street density, income level 
 

3. Sorting 

 If you want to find out the neighborhood with a median income level of 26k, what 
would you do? (show screen 1) 
 

Follow Question 
4) the HHID: if sorted, how do you want to see the sorting mechanism PMS is nice as a 

default sorting 



5) What if PMS number is shown 3K, how do you want to see it come into play 
a) A proposed algorithm to measure PMS into everything. Will you understand that? 

yes.  
b) how much do you want to control whether you want to take it into consideration 

don’t want to see PMS anymore if i decide to play around with other criteria (then 
at that point sorting based on other criteria is more important); want to separate 
PMS with other criteria sorting; but should be able to re-access PMS sorting later 
if i want 

6) What is the right sorting you care? depends on my interest; want this to be flexible 
 
 

4. Emotions 

 Please rate your level of cognitive focus on each screen based on a 0-5 scale (0: not at 
all paying any attention; 5: Needs to have high focus to interact) 
 

Follow Question 
1) Please comment on any feelings you have when you are looking at each of the screens.  

his ratings for all screens:  
(3) screen 0 (4) screen 1 (3) screen 2 

 
explanation: for screen 0, just want to get a sense and hit search and go; want to play around 
with screen 1; screen 2 is an extension of screen 1 but basically will want to spend more time on 
screen1 
 

5. Final thoughts 
a business owner can be a little worried about the time-sensitivity/validity of the data provided 
on this website; may be better if the data source or dates of data collected can be revealed, 
which will be helpful for the user to get interested to use it with credibility 
 
 


